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Breakdown Method Tech Application Future RecognizeIssue
Water Scarcity
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Water Cycle
Solar Evaporation
Breakdown Method Tech Application Future RecognizeIssue
Membrane Distillation
Membrane = Filter For Liquid/Vapor 
Breakdown Method Tech Application Future RecognizeIssue
Omniphobic Hollowfiber Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) Membrane
Coated with Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE-Tephlon) and Poly(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl acrylate) (PPFDA)
Solar Collectors
Continuous Flow
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Product
Membrane Distillation Module
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Solar Absorption Layer
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Laser Rastering > Carbon Nanotubes
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Real Life Applications
Replace RO Systems (~2.2 to 6.3 kWh/m^3 water)[5]
More Energy Efficient (~2.0 kWh/m^3 water)[4]
100% Rejection of Solute
Reduction in Salt Scaling
Mergeable with other energy sources 
(geothermal/friction)
Desalination Plants
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Future Work
Continue Developing Flow Models
Prototyping
Integrating Solar Collectors
Testing Energy Efficiency on Large Scale
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